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Abstract 
We consider the path-valued process called the Brownian snake, conditioned so that its 
lifetime process is a normalised Brownian excursion. This process denoted by ((W s, (s); 
s e [0, 1]) is closely related to the integrated super-Brownian excursion studied recently by 
several authors. We prove a large deviation principle for the law of 
((F, Ws(~s), /~2/3~s); S iU 1-0, t l )  
as e~0. In particular, we give an explicit formula for the rate function of this large deviation 
principle. As an application we recover a result of Dembo and Zeitouni. 
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1. Introduction and statement of results 
The Brownian snake is a random process whose values are paths in En This process 
introduced by Le Gall has given many interesting results concerning super-Brownian 
motion as well as a nice probabilistic representation of the solutions of the partial 
differential equation Au = u 2 (see Le Gall, 1993, 1994). The Brownian snake is also 
related to the models proposed by Aldous (1993) as fundamental models for random 
distribution of mass. In particular, the Brownian snake can be used to construct he 
so-called integrated super-Brownian excursion. The reader can consult Derbez and 
Slade (1996) for some recent results on the integrated super-Brownian excursion. 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993a) give a large deviation type result for a model of random 
distribution of mass. Roughly speaking, they estimate the probability as e+0 that the 
range of the Brownian snake normalised by e hits a finite number of fixed balls. 
However, they do not provide a general large deviation principle. We propose in this 
paper to continue the study by proving a large deviation principle with an explicit rate 
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function. The paper is organised as follows. In the present section we introduce a few 
notations, recall the definition of the Brownian snake and state our main result. In 
Section 2 we investigate the finite-dimensional marginal laws of the Brownian snake. 
We use these results in Section 3 to prove a large deviation principle for the finite- 
dimensional marginal laws of the Brownian snake. In Section 4 we prove a result of 
exponential tightness. Section 5 is then devoted to the proof of the main theorem. 
Finally, Section 6 gives two applications and in particular a new proof of the result of 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993a). 
Let us first recall the definition of the Brownian snake. For a detailed exposition the 
reader should refer to Le Gall (1993, 1994). We denote by C([0, + Go), ~d) the space of 
all continuous functions from [0, + ~)  to Nd. We call stopped path in Nd a pair 
(w, 0 e C([0, + ~), R e) x [0, + m) such that, for every t >1 (, w(t) = w((). We denote 
by ~/U the space of all stopped paths in Nd. We call ( the lifetime of the stopped path 
(w, (). We denote ~ = w(() the "terminal point" of the path w. The space f is 
a complete metric space when equipped with the metric 
dist ((w, (); (w', (')) = suplw(t ) - w'(t)[ + If - ('l- 
t~>o 
In the present work, we study the Brownian snake whose lifetime is a normalised 
Brownian excursion and whose initial point is 0. This means that, if ((W~, (~); s ~ [0, 1]) 
denotes uch a process under a probability Po, it takes its values in ~K and has the 
following properties: 
• for every s e [0, 1], W~(0) = 0, 
• ((~; s e [0, 1]) has the law of the normalised Brownian excursion (as defined for 
example in Blumenthal (1992, p. 42) or Revuz and Yor (1994, p. 462). 
• the conditional law of (W~) knowing ((~) is the law of an inhomogeneous Markov 
process whose transition kernel is described as follows: 
fo r0~<s<t~< 1, 
- W~(u) = Ws(u) for all u <<. m(s, t) = infs~<u~t(u, 
- conditionally given W~(m(s, t)), (Wt(m(s, t) + u), 0 <~ u <~ (t - re(s, t)) is independent 
of W~ and distributed as a Brownian motion in Nd starting from Ws(m(s, t)) and 
stopped at time (t - re(s, t). 
As a consequence, under Po, the process ((Ws, (s); s e [0, 1]) takes its values in the 
space ~¢/" of all ((Us, qs); s e [0, 1]) ~ C([0, 1], ~¢/') such that qo = v/1 = 0, Us(0) = 0 
for every s E [0, 1] and for all 0 ~< s ~< t ~< 1, for every u ~< infts ' qq, U~(u) = Us(u). 
We say that a function f :  [0, 1] ~ ~m is absolutely continuous if there exists an 
integrable function/: I-0, 1] ~ ~" such that, for every t ~ [0, 1],f(t) = ~of(S) ds. In this 
case, for almost every s e [0, l ] , f i s  differentiable at point s and its derivative isf(s). 
Absolute continuity of f is equivalent to the fact that, for every e > 0, there exists 
> 0 such that, for every integer n ~> 1, for all 0 < al < b~ < ... < a, < b, < 1 
satisfying Y.~?= 1 Ibi - all < ~, we have Z~'=I [f(bi) - f (a i ) [  < e. We denote by W~/U 
the space of all (U, t/)~ ~ such that (t/~) and (Lrs) are two absolutely continuous 
function from [0, 1] to [0, + ~)  and ~n, respectively. 
Our large deviation result deals with the process ((e l?v's, e 2/3 (s); s ~ [0, 1]) (where we 
recall the notation I~ = W~((s)). If we set (~ = ~2/3(s and W~(u) = eWs(e-2/3u) we 
remark that (el?V~,e2/3(s)= (Wf, (~). As a consequence the process ((eI?Vs, ez/3(s); 
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s ~ [0, 1]) takes its values in the set g of all (U,q) with (U, q) E ~/C .  The set g is 
endowed with the topology induced on C([0, 1], R d) × C([0, 1], [0, + ~)) by the norm 
[l(T,r/){[ = sup (1~/,I + IT, l). 
~[0,  1] 
Finally, we denote Wg the space of all ((J, r/) with (U, r/) ~ ~/g~/¢~. 
Theorem 1. The laws under Po of ((el~,/~2/3(s); S E [0,  1]) satisfy a large deviation 
principle as eJ, O with speed e -4/3 and good rate function J defined by 
if(T, r l ) s~N and +oo if not. 
By the previous theorem we mean that 
• for every L6  [0, + ~),  the set J - I ( [ L ,  + ~)) is compact, 
• for every open subset U of g, 
l iminf s 4/3 logeo  [(sl~g~, ~2/3~s)s~[0,11 ~ U]  /> - -  i n f J  
e~.O U 
• for every closed subset K of g, 
lim sup g4/3 logPo [(el~, ,~2/3~s)se[O, 1] ~ K] <~ -- inf J .  
e,[0 K 
2. Marginal laws of the Brownian snake 
Our first goal is to prove a large deviation principle concerning the finite-dimen- 
sional marginals of (eWs, ~2/3~s;  ~ [0, 1]). This requires a better understanding of the 
law of the 2n-tuple (l~g, 1, ... IVy',., ~,1, "" ~,.) with 0 < Ul < ... < u, < 1. We know 
that the two stopped paths Wu, and Wu,+l coincide up to time inf L ....... 1 ~. We note that, 
under Po, there exists a unique mi such that ~,,, = inf t ....... ] ( and we use the notation 
rni = arginf([u~, u~+l], ~). In fact, it is interesting to study the law under Po of the 
(4n - 2)-tuple 
. . . . .  . . . . . . .  
In Proposit ion 2 we first give the conditional aw knowing (~). This result is taken 
from Serlet (1995). Then, in Proposit ion 3, we give the law of the values of ((~) which 
appear in the previous proposition. We need to recall some notations introduced in 
Serlet (1995). For  a pictorial description see Fig. 1. 
Let al . . . .  , an- 1 be distinct positive real numbers. We denote by A(a l ,  . . .  , an -  1) the 
mapping a:{1 . . . . .  n -  1}~{0 . . . . .  n -  1} given, for every i~{1 . . . . .  n -  1}, by 
a(i) = 1 with 
a~ < ai, Vj ~ (1 A i, l V i), aj > a~, al as large as possible, 
if such an integer 1 exists and a(i)= 0 otherwise. We also define a mapping 
v:{1 . . . . .  n}--*{1 . . . .  ,n - l )  by setting v (1)=l ,  v(n)=n-1  and, for 
i~ (2, ... ,n - 1} v(i) = i - 1 if ai-1 > al and v(i) = i otherwise. As it is proved in 









J a(1 =2 / alfi,=2 
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Fig. 1. 
Serlet (1995), the mapping v is determined by a = A(~I, .. . ,  ~.-1) so that we use the 
notation v, for v. We denote by p(. ;.,.) the Gaussian transition density in ~d: 
p(t; x, y) = (2nt)-a/2exp( - Ix - y[2/2t). The following proposition is Theorem 6 of 
Serlet (1995), expressed in a slightly different setting since in Serlet (1995), Po is the 
excursion measure of the Brownian snake. But the result is still valid in the present 
situation. We recall the notation ml = arginf([ui, ui+l], (). 
Proposition 2. Under Po, the conditional aw of (iTVu . . . . . .  ~VIg., I$'," . . . . . .  IS',.._,) knowing 
((~) has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure given by the formula 
Po(l~,, e dyl, . . . ,  l~',, • dyn, ITV,., • dZl, ..., I7¢',.._, • dz,- l)l(~s)) 
n-1  in I 
= H P( O~i -- ~a(i); Za(i), Zi) P(fli -- O~Va(i); Zva(i), Yi) dyl  ... dy.  d21 ... dz.- 1, 
i=1 i=1 
where a i= in f~/  ....... ](~, f l i=(u, ,  a=A(~l , . . . ,a , -O  and by convention zo=O, 
O~ o = O. 
We recall that, under Po, the law of ((~; s • [0, 1]) is the law of normalized Brownian 
excursion. Thus, we are led to formulate the following proposition. 
Proposit ion 3. Let us f ix  0 < ul < ... < u. < 1 and let ((s)s~[o,1] have the law of 
a normalised Brownian excursion. Then the law of the (2n - 1)-uple 
((u,, ...,(u., inf (s, ..., inf (~) 
$~[Ul, U2] SC[Un-I,Un] 
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has a density with respect o the Lebesgue measure 9iven by the formula 
PW~u, ed[Jl, ... ,~, edfl,, inf ~sedal ,  ..., inf ~e da._~ 1 
L SE[Ul,U2] [IJn l,Un] J 
= C(Ul . . . . .  u,)fll exp 2UlJ 
,-1 ( (fli + fli+ l - 2at) 2"] 
x 1-~ l:o<.,<tJ, Aa,+d (fit + f i i+ l  - -  2at)exp - 
xfl, exp(  2(lfl-~u.))dfl,...dfl, dal ...dan_l, 
where C(Ul, ..., u,) is a positive constant. 
Proof. We fix 0=Uo<Ul  <- . .  <Un<Un+ 1 = 1. We first suppose that (Bs; 
s e [0, 1]) is, under Ppo, a linear Brownian motion starting from flo > 0. A classical 
iterated application of Markov property and reflection principle gives 
P~o[B, edfl l ,  ...,B~. ~dfl , ,Bl~dfl ,+l,  [O.u,]inf B e d~o, ... , [~.,infl] B ~ d~,] 
= C(N1 . . . . .  tin) f i  (fit + ]Jt+l -- 20q) e-(#'+lh+'-2"02/2( ..... -u,) l/° . . . .  ~,A~,+,} 
t=0 
dfl l . . .df l .+ld~o...d~,. 
We condition the Brownian motion B to stay positive, that is cq > 0 for every 
i E {0, ..., n}. Then we integrate with respect o % and ~,, condition by the event 
{B1 ~ [-0, e]} and let e$0. Finally, we let flo tend to 0 and get 
l imP~oIB, edfl~ . . . .  ,B, edfl,, inf B~da l  . . . .  inf Bedc( , _ l l  
~o$0 " [ul,u z] ' [u. ~.u.] 
IVt ~ [0, 1), Bt > 0; B1 = 0] 
= C(Ul, . . . ,  Un)/~ 1 exp(  /~2~2/,/1] 
(fit + fit +1 -- 20q) 2"] 
x .filt=x l/° . . . .  ~, A ~,+ d (fit + fl,+~ - 2:tt) exp ~u~-+l ~ ~ J 
x fin exp(  2(lfl2-~"_u,))dfll...dfl, doq...da,_l. 
If we integrate this density with respect o ~1 .. . .  , e, -  b we find the density of the 
finite-dimensional marginal aws of normalised Brownian excursion as given, for 
instance, in Blumenthal (1992, p. 42). So the law of Brownian motion, conditioned as 
specified in the previous formula, is the law of the normalised Brownian excursion. As 
a consequence the previous formula gives the sought-after density. [] 
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3. Large deviations in the f in i te-dimensional  case 
This section is devoted to the proof  of the following proposition. 
Proposit ion 4. Let tr = [0 < u~ < ... < u, < 1] be a finite partition of [0, 1]. Under 
Po, the laws I~ of 
. . . . . .  ~ ~u n , 
e 2/3 inf ( . . . .  ,e 2/3 inf (,el~rginf( [ ..... ],D' '"'~l~a~ginf([ . . . . . .  ].0) 
[Ul,/~2] [Un - 1, I~n] 
satisfy a large deviation principle with speed e-4/3 and rate function 
I ,(yl  . . . . .  Y,, ill, ... ,ft,, ~1 . . . .  ,~,-1, zl . . . . .  z, -  O 
f12 + ,,L1 (fli + fli+l - 2~i) 2 f12 
=2u~ i=1 2(Ui+a-Ui) 4 2( l -u , , )  
Z 2 n-1  IZ i - -  Za(i)12 L ly i -  ~o.~1 + Z + 
i=1  i=1 
ifO < c~i < fli A ill+l for every i and + ~ otherwise. 
We start with two lemmas. 
Lemma 5. Let (P~)~to be a family of probabilities on ~" and J be a good rate function 
(that is, J is a function on ~m with values in [0, + ~]  such that j -1  ([0, L ] )  is compact 
for every L ~ (0, + oo)). In order to show that (1~)~o satisfies a large deviation principle 
with speed 1/e and rate function J it suffices to show that,for every open subset B of~ r", 
lim e log/~(B) = - inf J .  
e~O B 
Proof. This lemma can be proved using Theorem 4.1.11 and Lemma 4.1.6 in Dembo 
and Zeitouni (1993b). For  the convenience of the reader we give a short proof. We 
only have to show that, for every closed subset F of ~m, 
lim sup e 
e,tO 
For 7 > 0, we 
than 7. Since 
log #~(F) ~< - inf J .  
F 
define F~ as the set of points in ~'~ whose distance to F is strictly smaller 
it is an open subset containing F we have 
lim sup e log/~(F) ~< lim sup ~ log/~,(F~) = -- inf J. 
e~.0 evO F~ 
To complete the proof  of the lemma it suffices to check that limr~o infr~ J = infe J. If 
not there exists ~ < in f r J  such that, for every 7 > 0, infr~J ~< ~. We choose 
a' e (a, infeJ) and, for every 7 > 0, xr such that J(xe) <<. ~'. By compacity we may 
suppose that x~ ~ x0. Then Xo e F and J(xo) ~< ~' < infr J which is absurd. [] 
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Lemma 6. Let  B be an open subset o f  ~m and F, G 'B  ~ (0, + oo] be continuous 
funct ions on B such that ~B G(x) exp( - (F(x)) dx  < + oo. Then 
Proof. This is an easy application of Laplace's method. [] 
Proof  of Proposition 4. It is not hard to see that I~ is good rate function. Then, Lemma 
5 shows that it suffices to obtain that, for B open subset of (~d)"X [0, + ~)"× 
[0, + c~)"-' x(~d) "-~, 
l ime 4/3 log #~(B) = - inf I~. (1) 
e$O B 
We use Proposit ions 2 and 3 to get 
#~(B) = ~ dy~ ... dy ,  dfl~ ... dfl, dcq ... d~,_ xdz~ ... dz,_a 
dn 
n-1  
xc(u ,  . . . . .  u.)f l l f l ,  1-] l{o<,,<,,A,,+~} (fli + fli+l - 2ai) 
i=1  
. . . .  + ) 
× exp - ~ \u ,  i= 1 ui+ 1 - ui 1 - u , ]  
n-1  
i=1 i=1 
where B' is the set of Yl . . . . .  Yn, fll . . . . .  f ln,~l,  ...,O~n_l, Zl, . . . ,Zn_ 1 such that 
(e y , . . . . .  eY,, ez/3 fl l, ... , e2/3 fl., 82/3 ~1, ... , ez/3 an- 1, ez l . . . .  , ez,_ x) ~ B. We proceed 
to the changes of variables eyi ~ Yi, e2/3fli ~ fl~, e2/3~ ~ ~, ez~ ~ z~ and reexpress the 
Gaussian transition densities: 
#~(B) = c ' (u l ,  . . . ,  u.)e q fB dya ... dy, dfll ... dfl, d~x ... dc~,_ adz1 ... dz._ 1 
n- I  n - I  
x fllfl,, 1-I (fli + ,6,+1- 2~,) 1-I (~, -  ~.(,))-a/2 (I ( f l , -  ~,,o(,))-a/2 
i= l  i=1  i=1 
1 
×exp ea73 I,,(Yx . . . . .  y , , f l l  . . . .  , f l , ,~ , ,  . . . ,~ , -1 ,  zl, . . . ,z , -1) ,  
where q denotes an integer constant. We deduce by Lemma 6 that Eq. (1) holds and 
Proposit ion 4 follows. []  
4. A result of exponential tightness 
Proposition 7. The laws under Po of  ((e l?¢s, •2/3(s); S E r0 ,  1]) as eJ, O are exponential ly 
tight with speed e -4/3. 
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We state with two lemmas. The proof of the first one is omitted. We denote by I'1 
the usual euclidean orm on 0U. 
Lemma 8. Let N be a centered Gaussian variable on ~a with variance V I a. Then, for 
every 2 > O, we have the following inequality: 
E(e  ~INI) ~< 2d e (a/2)'~v. 
Lemma 9. Let ((t)t~to, 11 have the law of normalised Brownian excursion. Then there 
exist two positive constants ca and c2 such that, for every ~ > 0 and all 0 <~ s < t <~ 1, 
+xp(   sup , 
Proof. We first suppose that 0 ~< s < t ~< ½. We may write (t = (1 - t) lB,/~-,I where 
B is a Brownian motion in R 3 starting from 0 (cf. Blumenthal, 1992, p. 42). As 
a consequence, for [u, v] c [s, t], 
I~ - (~l ~< lB,/(1-,) - By/(1-v)l + It - sl sup IB~I. 
re[O, 1] 
We use Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to treat separately the resulting two terms. 
A scaling argument for B gives the correct upper bound for the first term. The second 
term is easily treated. 
Then, a time-reversal rgument gives Eq. (2) in the case 1/> t > s/> ½. Finally, in the 
case 0 ~< s ~< ½ ~< t ~< 1, we write 
sup ] ( , -  (~l ~< sup I (u -  ff~l + sup I~, - ~vl, 
[u,v] = [s,t] [u,v] ~ [s, 1/2] [u,v] m [1/2,t] 
and we use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality again. [] 
We may now start the proof of Proposit ion 7. By Theorem 3 of [Schied (preprint)] 
it suffices to find a constant K such that, for all 0 ~< s < t ~< 1, 
Po exp ] tZ~/4(e l l~Vs- lTVt l+e2/3 l~, -~t l )  <<, . 
We first consider the conditional expectation with respect o ((s). In this case I~ - I~t 
has the law o fa  Brownian motion in ~d at time (s + fit -- 2 infts.tj(. So by Lemma 8, 
PoLexp~}tz~i /4e l lTv~-w, I  I(~s) ~<2dexP~21~-~- l /21 :s+(~-2ts , ,  ] / 
Obviously, I~ + ( , -  2 inft~,~l ( I ~< 2 suptu, vj=]~,,l I~. - (~,1. Finally, it suffices to show 
that 
L k i t  s , '  F /de-2~3 ) ]  e o/exp[]/C-27i-/2 sup [(, - ff,,] ~< K~ "~. 
[u, v] = Is, tl 
But this is a consequence of Lemma 9 and the proof of Proposit ion 7 is complete. []  
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5. Proof of the main theorem 
We want to show that Theorem 1 can be deduced from Proposition 4 and 
Proposition 7. To this end, we use Lemma 19 of Schied (1996). We denote by ~ the set 
of finite subdivisions of [0, 1] identified with the set of finite subsets of [0, 1] and 
equipped with the inclusion relation denoted by -<. For tr ~ 6 a, say a is the subdivision 
[0 < ul < ... < un < 1], we define a map 
qo: ~ __, (~d)n x [0, + ~)n x [0, + ~)~-  ~ x (u~d) n- 
by the formula 
q,(T, rl) = (Tu~, . . . .  Tn, rl~, ...,rl~,, inf r/, ... inf r/, Tm~, ... T~, ~). 
" [u~, u21 ' [u~_ ~, u~] ' 
Here m~ e [ui, ui+ 1] is such that r/s, is the minimum of r/on [ui, ui+ 1]. Such mi is not 
necessarily unique but, since (T, r/) e ~ the value of Ts, does not depend on the choice 
of m~. For instance, we will take m~ as small as possible and denote this value by 
m i = arginf([ui, ui+ x], rl). 
We set ~¢~ = {q,(T, r/); (T, r/) e ~}. For z~(a we denote by p~, the projection from ~, 
to ~.  With all these notations we can apply Lemma 19 of Schied (1996). It implies 
that the law of ((el~'~, e 2/3 ~); s e [0, 1]) under Po satisfies a large deviation principle as 
e~0 with speed e-4/3 and good rate function 
J (T,  r/) = sup I ,(q,(T, rl) ). (3) 
Besides the supremum can also be taken over a sequence of refining subdivisions of 
[0, 1] with stepsize going to 0. The remaining problem is to show that this formula 
leads to the expression of J given in Theorem 1. 
Lemma 10. Let [a, b] be a non-empty compact interval and f be an absolutely continu- 
ous function on [a, b] with values in R r~ (m >>. 1). Let V be an open subset of[a, b] and 
V = U~I] ai, bi[ be its decomposition as union of its connected components. We suppose 
that, for i ~ I,f(ai) = f(bi) and we define a function g by setting g(x) =f(x)  if xq~ V and 
g(X) = f (a i )  i f  x ~ ]at, bi[. 
Then g is absolutely continuous. For almost all x e [a, b], we have tj(x) = 0 if x E V 
and tj(x) =f ix )  if x(~ V. 
The proof is easy and omitted. 
Proposition 11. Let a = l'0 < Ul < --. < un < 1] be a partition of[0, 1], (U, r/) e ~,~¢F:~F 
and set, for every i, mi= arginf([ug, ui+l],rl), fl,=rlu,, ~i=rlm,, yi = Uu,, zi = U,,,, 
a = A(~I, ... ,an-x), Zo = 0, ao = 0. Then we have 
- l fo l~[2ds>~n~l l z i -Za( i ' [2  + ~ lY ' -  zv°"'12 (4) 
Proof. For every i e {1, ... ,n -  1} we set d /= inf{s > mi; r/s = cq} and gi = sup 
{s < m~; qs = ~} (with the convention inf0 = sup0 = mi). We also set mo = 0 and 
do = 1; see Fig. 2. 
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O~eli) 
Fig. 2. 
w . v 
Ua(i) ma(i) Ua(i)+l S 
q 
gf  ui mi 
n~ 
Ui.1 d i dali) 1 
We now fix i~{1, . . . ,n -1}  and suppose for instance that a( i )< i  so that 
[gi, d~] c (m~(i), d~(i)). We are going to show that 
f lO~l a Iz, - z..,I 2 ~-  ds ~> , (5) 
i O~i - -  O~a(i) 
where Gi = Ira.,), gi). We recall that t/m., ~ = e, ti) < Cq = t/g. We set for s e [m,(o, gi], 
t/~ =inf{t/,; r s [s ,  gi]} and define a path-valued process by the formula 
U~(u) = Us(u A t/i). In other words, the new lifetime t/1 is obtained by making the 
ancient lifetime t/constant during the excursions over its future infimum. On such an 
excursion, t/~ remains constant, all the paths Us(') coincide up to time t/~ and ~/~ is 
constant. Since we are in the situation of Lemma 10 we claim that t/1 ~1 are 
absolutely continuous. Moreover, Lemma 10 also proves that the integral 
I gmi  ° (J~]J [2/[~: 1)ds (with the convention 0/0 = O) is smaller than ~'o,,~ (l~s[z/l~s[)ds 
since in the latter integral we simply replace the non-negative integrated function by 
0 on a certain set. We now apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
(f]],,, <" (f;]., (f]],,, 'O:'ds) 
The left-hand side of this inequality is greater than 
O' 8'1 ~ I Dmo,,, 0~1 ~ I~..~- zH ~. I radii) - -  gi ~ - -  z 
g 1 Since t/~ is monotone the integral ~' Os ds may be computed without he absolute 
dO) 
values and its value is t/01, - t/~,,~ = cq - e,(i). Finally, we get Eq. (5) as desired. By 
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a similar method we obtain that Eq. (5) holds if Gi is replaced by G; = Ida, d,,)). In the 
case i < a(i) we obtain the same result with Gi = [g,,), g~), G[ = [di, rn, ti)). 
By similar arguments we obtain, for i e {1 . . . . .  n}, 
fH  - -  - -Z  2 l~12 ds ~> 2 [yi ,,oti)l (6) 
with Hi=[gi,  ui), H[=[ui,  mi) if v ( i ) - i  and Hi=[mi - l ,  ui), Hi=[ui ,  di-O if 
v(i) = i--  1. 
Finally, it is easy to check that the sets Gi, G[, i~ {1, . . . ,n -  1} and H~, Hi, 
i ~ { 1 . . . . .  n} are disjoint and their union is equal [0, 1). We complete the proof by 
combining Eqs. (5) and (6). []  
Remark. We note that in (4) the equality is realised in particular if we take a process 
(U ~, q~) ~ ,;¢!~/¢/ such that ~ and 0~ are constant over the sets G~, Gi, Hi, H;. 
Lemma 12. The continuous function f: [0, 1] ~ ~ is absolutely continuous on [0, 1] 
with square integrable derivative (we write f6  H 1 ([0, 1])) if and only if 
n-1  (f(ui) +f(ui+ 1) - 2 inf t ....... i f)2 
M(f )  = sup 
i= I  Ui+l  - -  Ui 
<+~,  
where the supremum is taken over all the finite partitions [0 < Ul < -.- < u, < 1] of 
[0, 1]. In this case 
;o M(f )  = f2(s) ds. 
Proof. We know that the same lemma holds if M(f )  is replaced by 
M'( f )  = sup ,~1 
(f(u,+ 1) ~ f ~ u i~ ~ 2 
i= 1 Ui+ l - -  Ui 
as is it proved, for instance, in Revuz and Yor (1994, p. 328). But we have 
[f(ui+ 1) -f(ui)[ <~ f(ui) + f(ui+ 1) - 2 inf f 
• [u~,u~+t] 
so that M'(.f)<~ M(f) .  Conversely, we introduce the reals mi such that f (mi)= 
inf t ....... i f 'and remark by the convexity of the square function that 
(f(ui) + f(ui+ 1) - 2 inf r ........ i f)2 ~< (f(m,) - -  f (u i ) )  2 + (f(ui+ 1) -- f (mi)) 2 
Ui+ 1 - -  U 1 m i - -  U i Ui+l  - -  m i 
Hence, the consideration of the subdivision [0 < ul < ml < u2 < " ' "  < Inn 1 < Un] 
gives m(f )  <<, m'( f )  and we conclude m( f )  = m'( f ) .  [] 
Lemma 13. Let (T, q) be such that r I ~ Hi( [0 ,  1] and T: [0, 1]-~ ~a is absolutely 
continuous. Let [0 < u p < --- < u~ < 1] be a sequence of subdivisions with stepsize 
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going to 0 as p ~ + oc. Then we have 
"~-~ IZ(uf+0- Z(uf)l 2 ~ I:?(s)12 ds. 
lim inf _~ 
, :  j o  Io(,)1 
Proof. This is a consequence of Fatou's lemma. [] 
We may now complete the proof of Theorem 1. We fix (T, q) • & By the definition 
o fg  we may find (U, q) e N~ such that (T, q) = (U, q). For every a e Y we denote by 
GT, Gi ~, 147, H; ~ the sets introduced in the proof of Proposition 11. We also denote 
(U ~, q°) e JfN~/U the piecewise linear process uch that (U ", tl ~) e ~ coincides with 
~r ,a H i  , H i  • a (T,q) at the boundaries of the sets G ,G~, " '" As consequence we have 
q~(U~, r/~) -- q~(~', r/) and as it is noticed in the remark following the proof of Proposi- 
tion 11, the equality holds in (4). Thus, Eq. (3) giving the rate function J may be written as 
1 (q~, ",2,1 (qu, + 1/ .... - 2 inf t ....... ]q)2 
J(T, q) = sup ~--= + 
tr~ 2 (U 1 i=1 Ui+l  - -  Hi L 
+ ~ + ~ ~ as . (7) 
We first suppose that J(T, q) is finite and show that necessarily (T, t/) • fft~N. First 
Lemma 12 implies that t/e H~([0, 1]). We now pass to the absolute continuity of T. 
We take 0 < a~ < bl < a2 < .-- < a. < b, < 1. We consider (U e, if) • f f f~#/  asso- 
ciated to the subdivision 6 = [0 < a~ < b~ < a2 < ... < a, < b, < 1] in the way 
described previously, in particular such that (UO, qe) coincides with (T, t/) at all the 
points 0, al, bb a2, ..., a,, b,, 1. We remark that any of the intervals G~, G~ ~, Hi,~ Hi'e 
is included in one of the intervals determined by the subdivision 
[0 < al < b~ < a2 < "" < a. < b, < 1]. We denote by S the set of all the intervals 
G~, G[ ~, 14~, H~ ~ included in one of the intervals [ai, bi]. We note that each interval 
[a~, b~] is the union of intervals belonging to S. Then by the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality and with obvious notations 
(S~ [mz,2"~l/2 (s~ -[~ [ / ,1/2 
,.., I Tb, T,~I ~<E IATI ~< - IA~I )  • 
j=l S 
But, on the one hand, 
JA r [  2 
~, G;, ~/~, ~
and, on the other hand, 
IATI2 Yo 1~12 
IAul = ~ds<~ 4 J (T ,q)< +oo 
s ~ IA~I ~ IU 10~1 ds. 
~: 1 [a.  bd 
It easily follows that T is absolutely continuous. 
From now on we make the assumption that (T, t/) • ~g.  We consider a sequence 
ap = [0 < u~ < ... < u~, < 1] of refining subdivisions of [0, 1] with stepsize going 
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to 0. Lemma 13 tells us that 
-~  ds ~< lim inf ds. 
But Proposition 11 shows that for every p the integral on the left-hand side is greater 
than the integral on the right-hand side. The previous inequality is thus an equality 
and the lim inf is in fact a limit which is reached from below. Now we pass to the limit 
in Eq. (7) using the previous result and Lemma 12. We get 
J(T,,7)=~ O~ds+~ -~ds, 
as desired. [~. 
6. Applications 
We start with an estimate of the probability that the Brownian snake exits a "big" 
ball. We denote by ~(0, R) the open ball in •a with centre 0 and radius R, by ~(0, R) 
its closure and by ~(0, R) c its complement. 
Proposition 14. Let us denote by ~! the range of the Brownian snake: ~ = {l~'s; s
[0, 1]}. Then 
lim ~4/3 logPo ~n~ 0, ¢ 0 - 3 
eJ.0 2" 
Proof. We define A (resp. A') as the set of (U, t/) ~ , ~  such that {U~; s ~ [0, 1]} 
intersects ~(0, 1) c (resp. ~(0, 1)% The set A is closed and A' is open. An application of 
Theorem 1 shows that it suffices to prove that 
inf J (U,r / )= inf J (U,r /)=3. 
(U,~I)eA (U,tl)eA' 
We prove the equality infa d = -32 (the equality infa, J = 3 is then proved by similar 
arguments). We consider (U, ~/) ~ A and call u the instant such that ] U,I/> 1. Proposi- 
tion 11 shows that 
f~l Usl 2 [U~I 2 2 -~-  ds >~ 2 . >~--. r/. r/. 
An easy application of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality leads to 
1~12 ds ~> 1~[2 ds + I~[ 2 ds >/--  +- -  
u l -u"  
As a consequence, if we denote by fl the value r/u we get 
J (U, q) 7> + 2u -~ 2(1 - u)" 
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Moreover, the equality holds for a certain piecewise linear (U, q). It follows that 
{1 f12 f12 . }3 
in f J= in f  ~+2uu- t  2 (1 -u ) 'U•[0 ' l ] ' f l>0  =~. [] 
We shall now give a new proof of the following result, which is due to Dembo and 
Zeitouni (1993). Note however that Dembo and Zeitouni obtain a different multiplica- 
tive constant (3/2-s/3 instead of ~). This is so because they deal with a process ((~) 
distributed as twice the normalised Brownian excursion, as in Aldous (1993b). 
We consider n disjoint balls ~(x~, 3) . . . . .  ~(x,, b) in Nd of radius 6 > 0. As in 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993a), we denote by ST O(x) the infimum of the sum of edge 
length over all embedded binary trees in ~ which intersect each of the balls 
~(X1, 6) . . . .  , ~.~(Xn, 6). 
Theorem 15. 
lime 4/3 log Po[Vi:eNn~(xi,  ~) ¢ 0] = - ~- (STa(x)) 4/s. 
E+0 
Proof. As in the proof of the previous proposition the problem is to show that 
inf J(U, r/) = ~ (STa(x)) 4/s 
(U,~I)EA 
where A is the set of(U, t/) • ~/ f~"  such that {U~; s • [-0, 1]} intersects ~(xi, 3) for 
every i • {1 . . . . .  n}. We take (U, t/) • A and choose u~ . . . .  ,u, such that (J,, • ~(xi, 6) 
for every i. We use the notations of Proposition 11 and we also call l, . . . .  ,12,- ~ (resp. 
h~ . . . .  ,h2.-~) the quantities [z i -  Za,)[ (ie {1, ... ,n -- 1}), [Yi- z~,,,)[ ( i• {1 . . . .  ,n}) 
(resp. ei--c~,(i)( i•{1, ... , n --1}), fli--O~v,(i ) ( i•{1 . . . .  ,n})). We also denote by 
tl, ..., t2,- ~ (resp. tl . . . . .  t;, 1) the lengths of the intervals ai (i • {1, ... ,n - 1}), Hi 
( i• {1, ,..,n})(resp. G[ ( i• {1, . . . ,n -  1}), Hi ( i• {1, ...,n})). We decompose the 
interval [0, 1] as the union of the intervals Gi, G[, Hi, HI and apply on each of these 
intervals the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to get 
[O,12 ds >~ ~ h ff ~ + • 
i=1 
Then Proposition 11 tells us that 
1 fl I~s12 2"-'12 
~-  ~ i__~1 ~ " 
Moreover, we know that the two previous inequalities turn to equalities for a certain 
choice of piecewise linear (9, q). As a consequence we claim that 
2 1 + ~ hi3 inf J(~7, q) = inf ,_, h 2 + (U'tIIeA i= 1 i = 1 
with the constraints hi > 0 for every i, F, ili >1 ST~(x) and Zi(ti + t~) = 1. To perform 
this computation we first minimise over ti, t[ under the constraint l + t[ = Ti 
(fixed) which gives tl = tl = Ti/2. Then we minimise over hi > 0 which leads to the 
value hi = 2-~l/2/3 TY  3. Thus, we have in fact to minimise Zi 314/3/(2Ti ~/3) under the 
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constraints ~'i li/> ST6(__x) and )~i T~ = 1. The first-order condition on the Lagrangian 
proves that the minimum is reached for T~ proportional to li hence Ti = l~/~ li and we 
get the desired infimum. [] 
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